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Abstract
Theway researchers in the arts and humanities disciplines work has changed significantly.
Research can no longer be done in isolation as an increasing number of digital tools and
certain types of knowledge are required to deal with research material. Research questions
are scaled up and we see the emergence of new infrastructures to address this change. The
DigitAl Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities (DARIAH) is an open
international network of researchers within the arts and humanities community, which
revolves around the exchange of experiences and the sharing of expertise and resources.
These resources comprise not only of digitised material, but also a wide variety of born-
digital data, services and software, tools, learning and teaching materials. The sustaining,
sharing and reuse of resources involves many different parties and stakeholders and is
influenced by a multitude of factors in which research infrastructures play a pivotal role.
This article describes how DARIAH tries to meet the requirements of researchers from a
broad range of disciplines within the arts and humanities that work with (born-)digital
research data. It details approaches situated in specific national contexts in an otherwise
large heterogeneous international scenario and gives an overview of ongoing efforts
towards a convergence of social and technical aspects.
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1 Introduction

Funding agencies, on both the European and national levels, increasingly require that
research data and publications produced in publicly funded research projects be
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published in an open access format. Policy recommendations on research data man-
agement are being revised in the context of Open Science (European Commission
2018). It has become a common practice for researchers to publish their research data in
an open-access fashion, using free or permissive licenses. In the arts and humanities in
particular, however, data sharing and reuse among researchers is not a commonly
established practice. Even if researchers in these disciplines published their data in
European repositories and archives, this data is often hard to find, access, or reuse.
Even if there were an increased awareness of the need and benefit of sharing resources
within the disciplines of the arts and humanities, much needs to be done to make it an
integral part of an everyday research practice.

The sharing of resources is an inherently complex phenomenon that involves many
different actors and is influenced by many factors. Challenges to the level of the data
itself are well summarised by the FAIR principles, which comprise of stable identifiers,
rich, broadly disseminated metadata, widely adopted formats, vocabularies and proto-
cols (Wilkinson et al. 2016). These requirements need to be supported by an appropri-
ate technical infrastructure: (a) stable repositories for depositing and publication of the
data; (b) means for broad dissemination of metadata, most notably the Open Archives
Initiative’s Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) in combination with large-
scale aggregators; (c) authentication and authorisation infrastructure (AAI), allowing
for fine-grained handling of permissions and (d) interoperability between tools, i.e.,
support for established formats and availability of well-defined APIs and import/export
functionality to ensure permeability and an easy data flow within the research process.
These technical requirements need to be underpinned by policy measures: promotion of
standards and permissive intellectual property rights (IPR) for research seconded by
clear licensing. It is also important to establish academic gratification for the creation
and publication of research data and software, as well as to appreciate its value as
research output and enable a proper academic contribution. The latter point is partic-
ularly crucial: while the other aspects could be considered as, primarily, enabling
factors, the gratification aspect constitutes a strong incentive for researchers to willingly
share their work.

All of these measures need to be accompanied by appropriate training and outreach
campaigns, raising awareness and ensuring the transfer of this kind of knowledge. Both
scholars and students and the interested public need to have the opportunity to acquaint
themselves with digital methods, technologies, formats and best practices. Ideally, this
should take place in intensive, small-scale, hands-on settings, which focus on individ-
ual aspects, up-to-date online training material, comprehensive documentation, and
opportunities for on-demand personal consultations with experts.

The sharing of resources should not be seen as a mere handover of data, but rather as
an integral aspect of working with digital resources, interwoven with all the various
stages of the research data lifecycle, from creation and curation to dissemination of
digital resources for reuse and knowledge acquisition. It naturally affects and is affected
by all stakeholders in the research area. While the decision of individual scholars to
share the resources they created is the conditio sine qua non, it is crucial to embed the
resource in a fruitful, supportive broader environment that ensures all the above-
mentioned enabling factors. The traditional institutional context might be the home
organisation of the scholar, but given the global challenge to increase the accessibility
of research data, the issue at stake cannot be addressed by individual institutions
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anymore and requires joint efforts on many levels, involving entities from the individ-
ual research groups up to European and global institutions. Research infrastructure
consortia feature a multi-layered structure, ranging from topic-specific working groups
and national consortia to the governing bodies on a European level. They are in an ideal
position to tackle these multifaceted challenges. Not only do they represent their
respective community, but they are also an integral part of it, possessing a deep
understanding of research practices in the field.

This article gives an overview of the ongoing developments and reflects on the
current discourse within and beyond the DARIAH research infrastructure. It is struc-
tured as follows: First, we present the DARIAH initiative in detail, including the reasons
for its initiation and its unique position in the European context. We then shift our focus
to describe different national chapters of DARIAH and their take on dealing with
(born-)digital research data collections in a heterogeneous research environment. By
helping to moderate the change of scientific practices in the humanities, we aim to make
it easier to integrate digital and technical aspects into research workflows in disciplines
that were previously rather ‘untechnical’. Some remarks on our work towards a con-
vergence of social and technical aspects of this endeavour will conclude the article.

2 DARIAH – A digital and distributed infrastructure for the arts
and humanities

A research infrastructure can serve as the basis for offering services and resources for
the sharing and management of data and for the management of associated legal and
organisational issues. Developing such a sustainable research infrastructure, which
integrates existing resources, tools and services to broaden the possibilities of a truly
open science, and promotes the acceptance of digitally-enabled approaches is also the
raison d’être of the DARIAH initiative.

DARIAH is short for Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities.
This pan-European organisation aims at enabling and supporting digital research
methods and teaching across the arts and humanities (DARIAH 2018). DARIAH-
EU, as the umbrella organisation is called, was founded in the framework of the
European Strategic Forum for Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) and first appeared on
the ESFRI roadmap in 2006 as one of six projects for the humanities and social
sciences (European Roadmap for Research Infrastructures 2006: 33). Within the
ESFRI, the legal form of European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC) has
been developed to enable the funded European research alliances to operate on a stable,
long-term basis. After a long preparation phase, the DARIAH-ERIC was established by
the European Commission in August 2014. To date, 17 countries–– Austria, Belgium,
Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Malta, Poland, Portugal, The Netherlands, Serbia and Slovenia––have become
DARIAH members, and the list of cooperating partners in these and other countries
is growing. Six further candidate countries are expected to become members by 2020.

In practice, DARIAH is a vivid marketplace of ideas and know-how, where people
from different countries and disciplines can meet and collaborate, help and learn from
each other. It addresses the aforementioned challenges in many different ways. Mainly
through its individual partners, DARIAH provides the necessary basic technical
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infrastructure and specialised tooling to underpin the whole research process; be it
virtual research environments (VRE) for co-creation and publication, repositories for
long-term preservation and publication of research data, general publication platforms,
or generic project-management solutions, allowing efficient communication in highly
distributed collaboration setups. Around these technical efforts, DARIAH also orga-
nises numerous training and outreach events to raise awareness and transfer practical
skills for digital methods to the scholarly community.

On the European level, DARIAH uses its unique position and capacity to push forward
necessary policy work that makes the handling and especially sharing of research
resources easier. It propagates the utilisation of standards to address the problem that
large parts of the produced research data are neither visible, nor reusable (legally or
technically). This is why DARIAH engages in the Open Science Policy Platform (OSPP)
(Edmond 2018). In the framework of the ongoing project DESIR (DARIAH ERIC
Sustainability Refined, see CORDIS 2018), DARIAH has identified six dimensions of
sustainability that it seeks to strengthen: dissemination, growth, technology, robustness,
trust, education. Up until the projected end of DESIR in December 2019, we will see
international workshops and other types of dissemination events to initiate collaborations
and further educational work, and the existing services will be enhanced with a focus on
entity-based search, scholarly content management, visualisation and text-analytic ser-
vices. Furthermore, DARIAH collaborates with other SSH infrastructures such as
CESSDA (Consortium of European Social Science Data Archives, see CESSDA
2018), CLARIN (Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure [see
CLARIN 2018]), and the emerging research software engineering community. The aim
is to find a common understanding of how to sustain research software, to address specific
challenges of research infrastructures, and to develop a unified technical reference
(Kalman et al. 2018). It is a declared task in the DARIAH Strategic Action Plan, released
in November 2017, to help developing sustainability models for Digital Humanities (DH)
projects and their data collections, especially to ensure the longevity of such projects after
the direct funding period has run out (DARIAH 2017).

In the future, DARIAH aims at working towards a more resilient, robust setup of the
technical infrastructure, making datasets and services more independent from individ-
ual providers through stronger cooperation between partners of the consortium, and
with e-Infrastructures like EGI (EGI 2018), EOSC (European Commission 2017) or
EUDAT (EUDAT 2018), offering basic generic services. With concentrated expertise
both on infrastructural aspects and on actual research in the Digital Humanities,
DARIAH can act as a broker and mediate between the needs of individual research
projects and the large-scale technical solutions offered by e-Infrastructures. Several
initiatives were started to lay the technical and organisational groundwork for such
collaboration between DARIAH and related e-Infrastructures. For instance, the EGI
DARIAH Competence Centre (Harmsen et al. 2015) helped with pilot projects like
Storing and Accessing DARIAH contents on EGI (Wandl-Vogt et al. 2017), to analyse,
distinguish and meet DARIAH requirements within the EGI infrastructure. The EOSC-
hub initiative, which consolidates and integrates access mechanisms to e-Infrastructure
resources, recently initiated its DARIAH Thematic Service (Dumouchel 2017) to
strengthen the collaboration. Through institutions that are active in both CLARIN
and DARIAH, there is cooperation with EUDAT, with particular regard to topics
related to preservation and access to long-term storage resources.
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3 National Flavours of DARIAH

In this Section, we give an overview over different approaches and national flavours of
DARIAH that are working with and sharing a wide variety of data and services through
software and tools as well as accompanying learning and teaching material. We present
three different examples of DARIAH member countries that demonstrate how national
activities contribute to the overall goals.

A crucial characteristic of the DARIAH research infrastructure is its distributed
nature as a federated network where most of the services are not offered by a central
instance, but through the contributions of individual partners. There are various ways in
which DH research communities, their data, and their supporting infrastructures are
embedded in the national research landscapes.

3.1 DARIAH in Austria

3.1.1 National consortium CLARIAH-AT

Right from the start, the national group of humanities research infrastructures in the
humanities was set-up as one joint organisational structure comprising of both CLARIN
and DARIAH (Ďurčo and Mörth 2014). This approach proved to be very efficient and
successful. Interestingly enough, dynamics aiming at a higher degree of interaction and
cooperation can also be seen in other countries. In the Netherlands, two infrastructures run
one big national project; in Denmark and France, the coordination of both RIs is placedwith
the same person or institution; in Germany, talks on greater interaction are ongoing, and in
other countries similar tendencies can be discerned. The Austrian Centre for Digital
Humanities at the Austrian Academy of Sciences (ACDH-OeAW 2015) is the coordinating
national institution for both research infrastructures. The centre was founded with the
intention to foster the change towards digital paradigms in the humanities and pursues a
dual agenda of conducting digitally enabled research and providing technical expertise and
support to the research communities at the Academy and in theAustrian research landscape.

ACDH-OeAW is not the only player in Austria offering services for the digital
humanities community. In CLARIAH-AT, the national group of institutions involved in
the two European Research Infrastructure Consortia CLARIN and DARIAH, 14
partner institutions work together to provide a common framework to improve the
situation with respect to efficiency of dealing with research data. In 2015, numerous
partners of the consortium contributed to a national strategy for Digital Humanities in
Austria (Alram et al. 2015). One of the central goals of this strategy, which was fleshed
out at the request of the then Ministry for Science, Research and Economy, was the
creation of infrastructures to guarantee long-term preservation of research data. One of
the measures proposed in the strategy to achieve this goal was the establishment of a
national repository federation to ensure long-term access to research data hosted by
exchanging expertise, sharing technologies, and interlinking repository resources. The
long-term goal is to reach an agreement between individual partners of the federation
making sure that partners would step in with their repositories as fall-back options in
case one of the participating repositories ceases to exist. Implementation of the
measures is part of the agenda for the CLARIAH-AT consortium for the upcoming
three-year period.
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3.1.2 Data services – One-stop shop for DH projects

In the following, we highlight one specific institution, the ACDH-OeAW, to exemplify
how local centres support their respective communities, contributing their share to the
common cause. ACDH-OeAW strives to cover the whole research process: project
planning, data modelling, data curation and processing, digitisation, application devel-
opment, service hosting and especially long-term preservation of data. All of this is
accompanied by personal consulting and support for individual research endeavours
and knowledge transfer, as well as outreach activities promoting the use of digital
methods in the various fields of the humanities.

Stable, reliable, long-term preservation of research data being an essential precondition
for sharing of resources, the ACDH-OeAW is running a repository called ARCHE (A
Resource Centre for the HumanitiEs) (ARCHE 2017) as one of its core services offering
stable hosting of digital research data––in particular, for the Austrian humanities com-
munity. ARCHE welcomes data from all researchers in the Austrian Academy of
Sciences, but also from other institutions in and outside the country.While its predecessor,
CLARIN Centre Vienna / Language Resources Portal, was dedicated to digital language
resources, ARCHE is open to a broader range of disciplines. ARCHE is mainly meant to
preserve resources related to Austria, which would include resources that were collected
or created in Austria, or involve a geographical area or historical period of interest to
Austrian scholars. The collection policy details the types of data the repository is ready to
accept and store. ARCHE has been awarded the CLARIN B centre status and certified
under the Core Trust Seal (CoreTrustSeal 2018), formerly Data Seal Approval.

Secure and robust long-term preservation of data hinges on many factors. Next to the
technical level (bitstream preservation), a host of data-related aspects (metadata, established
formats), and the institutional setting are to be considered. ARCHE explicitly states which
formats it recommends and accepts for depositing. The categories are ‘preferred’ and
‘accepted’. Preferred formats are expected to be stable and usable also in the long-term.
Accepted formats are considered less reliable for the long-term and are converted to one of
the preferred formats during the ingest process, both formats being stored. The preservation
plan, which is currently being developed, will describe the workflow for format monitoring
and migration, so as to ensure that data is preserved if formats become obsolete.

ARCHE pursues the principles of Open Access and Open Data. It encourages data
depositors to use open licences, like CC-BY and CC-BY-SA, adhere to rules for good
scientific practice, and apply the FAIR Data Principles. The repository itself supports
the FAIR principles in various ways. Not only does it make the data findable by
offering search and browse functionalities, but it also makes it available for harvesting
through third-party aggregators, such as CLARIN’s metadata catalogue Virtual Lan-
guage Observatory (VLO) (Van Uytvanck et al. 2010), by means of publishing
metadata via OAI-PMH. It makes the data accessible by assigning persistent identifiers
and interoperable by promoting the use of recommended formats and offering direct
access to the data and metadata for both human and machine interaction. And, finally,
all of these measures contribute to the reuse of the data.

In addition to ACDH-OeAW, two other participating institutions have been provid-
ing stable hosting and publishing solutions for research data: the Centre for Information
Modelling, with the ACDH at the University of Graz running the repository GAMS
(Stigler and Steiner 2014) and the University of Vienna, with the PHAIDRA repository
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(Budroni and Höckner 2010). All three repositories build on Fedora Commons (Fedora
2018), GAMS being an integrated system which comes with a specialised ingest tool
and a Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) based publication framework. The common
technical framework is a good basis for establishing a repository federation, where
data could be transferred to and hosted by one of the other partners in case one of the
services would shut down.

Although sustainable preservation of data is an indispensable part of up-to-date data
management in research, there are a number of other components required to cover the
whole range of workflow steps in digitally working projects. We refer specifically to tools
for automatic processing of data and also solutions supporting the manual collaborative
creation and curation of born-digital data (commonly referred to as virtual research
environments). Confronted with a multitude of projects with at times very individual
needs, ACDH-OeAW adopted a pragmatic approach, trying to use what is there and to
provide the missing pieces. In practice this means, e.g., that data encountered in projects
encoded inMSWord or Excel files are converted to formats better suited to the long term,
like TEI or Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS). Yet, in other cases, we
develop project-specific web-based applications with custom-tailored data models, which
allow the project teams to create and curate data collaboratively. While this may seem
inefficient, we increasingly witness consolidation tendencies and economies of scale, as
the colleagues supporting the projects gainmore experience in generic frameworks, which
allows us to develop new applications with considerably less effort, and re-integrate new
functionalities required by new projects back into the common code-base.

For ACDH-OeAW, knowledge transfer and outreach are central pillars of the DH
strategy. The team organises numerous training activities, most notably the two event
series ACDH Lectures and ACDH ToolGallery. The latter being a one-day format, in
which various practical tools are presented in a combination with a theoretical introduc-
tion on a given topic and a hands-on session, giving participants a chance to try out a
particular tool with the support of a qualified expert. ACDH-OeAWalso runs the platform
Digital Humanities Austria (DHA 2015), which is the main national dissemination
channel for DH in Austria; it is used to announce events and features a comprehensive
exhibition of DH projects and a DH bibliography, which serves as an entry point for
humanities scholars to delve into DH. An essential part of the community-building efforts
is the annual DHA conference, which was organised by ACDH-OeAW in the first three
years, before starting to move to other Austrian cities: in 2017, the conference was
organised by the Research Centre Digital Humanities at the University of Innsbruck.

Part of the institute’s strong commitment to training & education is also the provision
of two specialised services for the DH community: #dariahTeach (DARIAH-TEACH
2017), an e-learning platform for teaching material for DH, and the DH Course Registry
(DH-registry 2017), an online catalogue providing an overview of DH-related curricula
in Europe being collaboratively maintained by CLARIN and DARIAH.

3.2 DARIAH in Germany

3.2.1 National consortium – DARIAH-DE

DARIAH-DE is the German national contribution to DARIAH. It currently consists of
a consortium of 19 partners, comprising universities, academies of sciences and
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independent research institutions, libraries, data centres, a non-governmental organiza-
tion (NGO) and a commercial partner (DARIAH-DE 2018h). Now in its third project
phase, DARIAH-DE receives funding from the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research. The project’s current focus is the preparation of the operational phase in
2019, aimed at providing a permanent infrastructure for the arts and humanities in
Germany, a process which DARIAH-DE and CLARIN-D are jointly advancing in
close collaboration with the ministry, the academies of sciences and disciplinary
stakeholders (Forschungsinfrastrukturen für die Geisteswissenschaften 2018).

The heterogeneous nature of the DARIAH-DE consortium enables the research
project to address the multi-faceted challenges for research infrastructures. Two pillars
of DARIAH-DE are its tight integration with research and teaching through its partners.
Dedicated work packages focus on quantitative data analysis, visualisation and anno-
tation with the two focal points addressed in each. Another work package researches
the impact and reach of DH in the humanities community, while a strong collaboration
with CLARIAH-AT under the umbrella of #dariahTeach focussed on curricular, edu-
cational and training materials on a wide variety of topics.

The third main aspect is the provision and operation of the technological infrastruc-
ture: from basic components such as servers, monitoring and user support through
collaboration solutions and development toolchains to the layer of scholarly services.
For these, DARIAH-DE’s infrastructure partners, such as data and computing centres
and libraries, provide existing and well-established components and services. This
includes an authentication and authorisation infrastructure (AAI) that is part of the
worldwide authentication network, built by the higher education and research institu-
tions. Over the course of the DARIAH-DE project, the tight collaboration of the
developers embedded in their fields and the service providers operating the services
have been focused upon and sustainability solutions have been developed to ensure the
basis for the long term operation of this infrastructure.

Finally, the pillar most relevant to the present article is dedicated to the
processing and storing of research data, for which several tools and services are
offered. Building on the TextGrid project, DARIAH-DE has continued the devel-
opment of the TextGrid Repository, focussed on critical digital scholarly editions
and optimised for XML-TEI encoded data, to build the DARIAH-DE Repository
(cf. DARIAH-DE 2018g). The operation of the repository is institutionalised
through the Humanities Data Centre (HDC), a joint venture of Gesellschaft für
wissenschaftliche Datenverarbeitung mbH Göttingen (GWDG) and Göttingen State
and University Library (SUB). Both institutions thus ensure the sustainability of all
data stored in the repository. This repository is one component of the Data
Federation Architecture (DFA, see (Gradl and Henrich 2016) for an overview of
the underlying concepts and Fig. 1 for the underlying workflow) offered by
DARIAH-DE to manage research data.

3.2.2 Data services – A federation architecture

The DFA consists of the DARIAH-DE Repository, the Collection Registry, the Generic
Search and the Data Modeling Environment (DME). All components (services and
applications) of the DFA are designed to interact with one another. They can be used all
together or as standalone services depending on the individual needs of the researcher.
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TheDARIAH-DE Repository (DARIAH-DE 2018f) is a digital long-term archive for
humanities and cultural scientific research data, enabling researchers to store and
publish data in a secure and sustainable manner. At the entry point, the DARIAH-DE
Publikator (DARIAH-DE 2018e) offers a user-friendly web interface for data manage-
ment, description and ingest into the repository. The storage backend is divided into
two areas: a restricted private storage area and a public area. All preparation for
publication is done in the private storage area via the Publikator and involves three
simple steps: First, a collection needs to be created; second, all associated data
belonging to the collection has to be uploaded and, finally, all data has to be described
by metadata. The repository uses the Dublin Core Simple (cf. Dublin Core Metadata
Initiative 2013) metadata standard for description of data, only a few fields are
mandatory, such as licence information. Furthermore, persistent identifiers for stable
referencing are provided through the publication process – the collections as well as all
associated objects get individual Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs). There is a dedicated
PID-Service as part of the DFA for assigning unique identifiers and registering them at
the DataCite DOI-network. Once published, all data is publicly available.

After publication, an optional but highly recommended possibility is the registration
of the collection in the Collection Registry (DARIAH-DE 2018a). The Collection
Registry enables researchers to make their published data even more visible and
understandable and, therefore, more accessible. A draft entry with the metadata already
mentioned is automatically created during the publication process and stored in the
Collection Registry for further enrichment. For this, a dedicated metadata model for
enhanced description of collections and associated data is provided: the DARIAH

Fig. 1 DARIAH-DE Data Federation Architecture, Tobias Gradl (updated version from: Gradl et al., 2015,
used with permission)
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Collection Description Data Model, DCDDM (see DARIAH-DE 2017), based on
(Dublin Core Metadata Initiative 2007). Once the collection is registered, all data is
searchable via the DARIAH Generic Search interface. Due to the modular design of
DARIAH’s Data Federation Architecture, all kinds of metadata––including such that
describe data published outside the DARIAH-DE DFA––can be registered and made
accessible for the Generic Search. Information on how to access data can be provided,
including specification of interfaces and APIs. This includes data that originate in a
digital form, but also non-digital data or collections of objects.

The design of the Generic Search (DARIAH-DE 2018c) is aimed at providing
researchers in the Digital Humanities with an individually adjustable search facility for
their research needs. The myCollections functionality enables them to compile their
own query by preselecting the sources out of the Collection Registry, store and share
them with research colleagues. This allows researchers to precisely query predefined
metadata sets. Custom collections can be added at any time via the Collection Registry
interface to enlarge the data set of their own query.

The Generic Search is accessible without registration and allows a combination of
different search strategies and dynamic adjustment of the enquiry‘s granularity, e.g., by
adjusting the faceted classification or the number of included collections.

If collections with different metadata schemes need to be integrated into the DFA,
the Data Modelling Environment (DME) (DARIAH-DE 2018b), as a further compo-
nent allows a web based user-friendly mapping and association of metadata fields. The
web interface enables researchers to explicate their knowledge on the semantic de-
scription of their collections. This bottom-up approach allows for more flexibility when
including additional external sources, without enforcing explicit standards. This is
especially important for the arts and humanities disciplines with their variety of
perspectives on collections, terminology and data models.

Besides the Data Federation Architecture, which is designed for research data man-
agement purposes of all disciplines within the arts and humanities, DARIAH-DE also
offers tools and services that are used for specific project contexts or are related to specific
research methods. There are general services for collaborative work and project manage-
ment allowing collaboration across locations. Furthermore, tools for annotating, analysing
and visualising data are provided. A prominent example is the Geo-Browser (DARIAH-
DE 2018d), which allows the analysis of space-time relations of data and collections of
source material, facilitating their representation and visualisation in a correlation of
geographic spatial relations at corresponding points of time and sequences.

Additionally, a virtual research environment (VRE), especially designed for the creation
of digital editions based on XML/TEI, offers open source tools and services to collabora-
tively edit and generate research data. The VRE TextGrid (TextGrid 2018) enables the
editing, storing and publishing of data for scholars in the humanities in a protected
environment.

DARIAH-DE is not only a digital research infrastructure, but also a social infrastruc-
ture. It fosters exchange of experiences and expertise and offers a variety of communica-
tion and training facilities, like user meetings, issue specific workshops with hands-on
sessions, and regular events on the theme of Digital Humanities, spanning a broad range
of topics. The information supply of DARIAH-DE is continuously being enhanced and
provided throughmultiple channels and platforms, e.g. through a Digital Humanities blog
(DHdBlog), a Twitter account with current news, a YouTube channel (DHd-Kanal) with
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tutorials, a “Doing Digital Humanities” bibliography as well as many publications and
presentations which have been created during the seven years of project lifetime so far.

DARIAH-DE creates a network of digital humanities services, expertise and com-
munities to support research and cooperation in the humanities and cultural sciences,
and promotes open access sharing of digital resources.

3.3 DARIAH in France

3.3.1 National consortium – DARIAH-FR

The CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique –National Centre for Scientific
Research) is a public organisation under the responsibility of the French Ministry of
Education and Research. The CNRS, in connection with universities, has implemented an
ecosystem aiming to cover the entire lifecycle of the production of scientific data and
publications in the Humanities and Social Sciences. This ecosystem is based on the
following infrastructures: Open Editions (2018), CCSD (Centre pour la Communication
Scientifique Directe 2018), PERSEE (Portail de diffusion de publications scientifiques)
and TGIR Huma-Num (Très Grande Infrastructure de Recherche Huma-Num 2018).

Huma-Num coordinates the participation in DARIAH and CLARIN of the above-
mentioned organisations, as well as other potential contributors, such as Huma-Num’s
national consortia (see below). It is also involved in other European and international
projects like OPERAS (OPERAS 2018). Huma-Num is an infrastructure that aims to
facilitate the digital turn in Humanities and Social Sciences and is part of the national
ESFRI roadmap, which is in turn aligned with the European Union’s ESFRI frame-
work. This allows good perspectives for recurrent funding.

To perform these missions, Huma-Num’s organisation is based on both human and
technological layer. It funds “groups of people”, called consortia, working on common
areas of interest (e.g., similar scientific objects) and also provides a technological
infrastructure, offering a variety of platforms and tools to process, preserve and
disseminate digital research data.

The main idea of a consortium is to organise multidisciplinary collective dialogue
within research communities by bringing together different types of actors (researchers,
technical staff, etc.) coming from different institutions, with the aim of creating
synergies. In return, a consortium is expected to provide technological (or scientific)
good practices and produce corpora, new standards, and tools.

Furthermore, Huma-Num provides a technological infrastructure on national scale,
based on a large network of partners. Technically, the infrastructure itself is hosted in a
big data centre built by and for physicists. A long-term preservation facility from
another data centre (CINES – Centre Informatique National de l’Enseignement
Supérieur) is also utilised. In addition, a group of correspondents in the “Maison des
Sciences de l’Homme” network (MSH Network 2018) all over France is in charge of
relaying information about Huma-Num’s services and tools.

3.3.2 Data services throughout the data lifecycle

Huma-Num provides tools and services for each step in the research data lifecycle. It
coordinates the production of digital data, while offering a variety of platforms and tools to
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process, preserve and disseminate the data. It also provides research projects with a range of
utilities to facilitate the interoperability of various types of digital raw data and metadata
(see Fig. 2).

More specifically for digital collections, the aim is to foster the exchange and dissem-
ination of metadata, and of the data itself, via standardised tools and lasting, open formats.
These tools developed, byHuma-Num, are all based on semantic web technologies, mainly
for their auto-descriptive features, and for the enrichment opportunities they enable. All our
resources are, therefore, fully compatible with the Linked Open Data (LOD).

Three services have been designed and developed by Huma-Num to process, store and
display research data, while preparing them for re-use and long-term preservation; to put it
another way, the aim is to provide a chain of tools to make data FAIR. These complemen-
tary services embrace the research data lifecycle and are designed to meet the needs arising
there from: constitute a coherent chain of research data tools. While they interact smoothly
with one another, they are also open to external tools using the same technologies.

The scientific objective is to promote data sharing so that other researchers, com-
munities, or disciplines, can reuse them, including from an interdisciplinary perspective
and in different ways. A map, for example, may become a scientific object, which
reflects both the point of view of a geographer and that of a historian. More generally,
the principles and methods of the Semantic Web (RDF, SPARQL, SKOS, OWL), on
which these services rely, enable data to be documented or re-documented for various
uses without confining them to inaccessible silos. Another important point is to make
the storage of data independent of the device used to disseminate the data. Another
objective is to prevent the loss of data by preparing their long-term preservation.
Documenting the use of appropriate formats, which are the basis of data interoperabil-
ity, greatly facilitates the archiving process.

The workflow implemented by Huma-Num has been built on interoperability. The
aim is to foster the exchange and dissemination of metadata, but also of the data
themselves via standardised tools and lasting, open formats. Huma-Num uses different
technologies for cold, warm and hot data. If the technology used for hot data was quite

Fig. 2 DARIAH-FR’s Services for Data, Huma-Num
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classical, for warm data, Huma-Num has established a mesh of distributed storage all
over France (currently 9 nodes) using different storage technologies encapsulated.
Thus, backup and versioning can be made on any node. Furthermore, the data center
where Huma-Num’s infrastructure is hosted provides a backup on tapes for cold data.

Huma-Num already provides a long-term preservation service based on the CINES
(Centre Informatique National de l’Enseignement Supérieur, 2018) facility, a National
Computer Center of Higher Education which is responsible for permanent archiving for
scientific data in France. This is muchmore than the bit preservation done with the above-
mentioned technologies. A long-term preservation project means that one needs to
organise the data with a view to reuse by someone, who did not participate in its creation,
that presupposes a lot of curation. In addition, the data should be expressed in a format
accepted by the partner and additional information has to be provided to document the
context of data production, metadata, etc. Huma-Num accompanies these projects by
acting as go-between linking data producers, CINES, archivists and other actors.

After a detailed description of three national landscapes, we now shift our focus to
the ongoing efforts towards a convergence on the European level in light of the
heterogeneity of research data collections, of formats, tools and services.

4 Convergence of tools, methods and collections

It was always the vision of DARIAH to enable the DH research community to reuse
and build on existing solutions, developed in and by the community. This includes both
the social and the technical aspects of the convergence from individual solutions to a
distributed infrastructure.

The social aspect builds around the idea of an Open Marketplace, which enables us
to share and review existing services and solutions. From the technical side, DARIAH
has identified the need to address the sustainability of the software, which provide some
of the core parts of any digital infrastructure. In the following section, we describe how
these are being addressed.

4.1 The open marketplace

The idea of developing DARIAH ‘as a social marketplace for services’ (Blanke et al.
2011) dates back as far as to the preparatory phase of the DARIAH initiative.

The long-term goal is to provide an Open Marketplace platform, which is
planned as an easy-entry place where scholars can find solutions for the digital
aspects of their daily research work, such as software, tools, (born-)digital data
sets, repositories, services, learning and teaching material. The Marketplace
targets all researchers from the broader SSH, not just those scholars who would
regard themselves as digital humanists. Various approaches had been started in
the past to provide collections and registries with similar goals. The most
important difference between such approaches and the DARIAH Marketplace
is that it will contextualise the tools and services offered, with user feedback,
user stories, links to training material, showcases, contact addresses, ratings. It
is going to be actively curated and sustained by the DARIAH community. The
idea is not that these solutions would be produced by DARIAH itself, but that
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the Marketplace creates visibility for them to help researchers do their work
(DARIAH 2017) (Fig. 3).

There have been previous attempts at providing an active, community-backed
registry of digital tools and services. While most of them did not always live
up to their expectations (for a prominent example cf. Dombrowski 2014), one
can still learn from them and reuse their highly curated data. Such an attempt
was undertaken within the framework of the H2020 project “Humanities at
Scale” coordinated by the DARIAH-ERIC. Building on TERESAH, the “Tools
E-Registry for E-Social science, Arts and Humanities” originally developed
within the FP7 project “Digital Services Infrastructure for Social Sciences and
Humanities” (DASISH) until 2014, a demonstrator for a central registry with
distributed data sources was created (Engelhardt et al. 2017).

While the DARIAH Marketplace is still being formed, it is the declared goal
not to just add another list-based overview of digital tools, but to assemble and
highlight DH knowledge. The platform will create a place addressing and
involving the entire research community and also, eventually, the public and
industry (bearing in mind EOSC and EU access policy guidelines for research
infrastructures).

4.2 Sustainability of tools and software

The social aspect of the marketplace is built on the idea of sharing and
reviewing existing services and solutions. In the case of software, providing
some of the core technical parts of any digital infrastructure, DARIAH has
identified the need to address its sustainability problems (cf. Thiel 2017). In the
current status-quo, the construction of sustainable infrastructures is done
through grant-based research projects, which has a number of problems. Soft-
ware built to address specific research questions is often developed in an ad-
hoc manner. This is not helped by the fact that software is not yet generally
accepted as creditable research output in and of itself. Without a recognition of

Fig. 3 Illustrative sketch of DARIAH Open Marketplace
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the value of the software as a form of research, the individual researcher’s
willingness to invest additional time into improving the software in a way that
does not directly impact the output will be minimal.

The requirement to provide data management plans as part of H2020 grants,
which is implemented by national and other funders, sees source code as being
identified as digital resources that need preservation. To address this, the UK’s
Software Sustainability Institute developed a solution to create a Software
Management Plan through DMPonline (Software Sustainability Institute 2018)
and GitHub and Zenodo have joined forces to add a simple possibility to
publish GitHub releases in Zenodo, making software releases citable through
DOIs (GitHub 2016). Archiving code is the first step in ensuring the availabil-
ity for future re-use and reproducibility of research output generated with that
software. The second step is making sure that the code can be processed and
executed when needed, which goes beyond classical practices of data curation,
(cf. Katz et al. 2016) for a discussion on the topic. In our context, two
problems are most relevant. For reproducibility of results, access to the entire
exact build environment is required and it must, therefore, be referenced in the
archived software in a machine readable format. For re-use of the software, the
adaptability to the constantly changing reality of information technology, such
as changes to external libraries and dependencies, becomes relevant. As tech-
nology progresses, so do research questions and new applications not
envisioned during the original development can emerge (cf. Harms,
Grabowski 2011). For a future researcher to be able to actually adapt a given
software product, sufficient documentation and code legibility must exist. While
research thrives on innovative solutions with fast-paced development progress,
the requirements for software maintainability for the long run are directly
contrary (see Hettrick 2016, Chapter 3) for a more detailed discussion.

This is also a particular problem for infrastructures striving to sustain
software developed within projects as services. To be able to do so, the
infrastructure providers must make a judgement on the expected and unexpected
cost that long-term software maintenance will incur. This can only be done if
the software is of sufficiently good quality. To address this, infrastructures are
developing guidelines and best practices for developers. At the same time,
existing quality measures, such as ISO standards, can be one frame of reference
(see e.g. Buddenbohm et al. 2017), while (Doorn et al. 2016) suggest estab-
lishing an independent certification, modelled on the Data Seal of Approval,
now CoreTrustSeal (CoreTrustSeal 2018).

For an infrastructure to provide a valuable service to the scholarly commu-
nity, the reliability and the trustworthiness of the services offered is a funda-
mental prerequisite. By improving the quality of the software and making this
transparent to the end user of the technology through the Open Marketplace
platform, DARIAH strives to address both. In particular, through DESIR work
was started on a general Technical Reference (Moranville et al., 2018) as
baseline for new development and the Marketplace will improve the findability
and discoverability of research software. The combination of both supports and
builds upon known recommendations for research software (Jiménez et al.
2017).
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5 Conclusion

We have summarised ongoing developments and reflected current discussions within
the research infrastructure DARIAH and within some of DARIAH’s member states,
which are creating and integrating solutions for challenges of heterogeneous research
data, tools, services in the arts and humanities. We highlighted that the focus of
DARIAH is not simply digitized analogue material of galleries, libraries, archives,
and museums. As (digital) research produces born-digital materials (e.g. datasets, tools,
softwares), which have to be managed, DARIAH’s collection of data is much broader.
The challenges, issues and factors of the heterogeneity of (born-)digital research data
that DARIAH aims to address only become apparent in large international infrastruc-
tures willing to integrate heterogeneous research practices, data formats, tools and
services from the wide range of DH disciplines. This article provided insights into this
process, both on European and national levels, and reflected on discussions and
solutions in the broader DARIAH network.

These discussions include the many factors and challenges that influence the sharing
of resources in the arts and humanities. The DARIAH research infrastructure seeks to
support the scholarly community to enable and foster the work with and sharing of
digital resources in numerous ways. This includes the need to look at the activities on
the European and national levels and is exemplified by the three examples from
member countries, showcasing also the variety in the setups of the national consortia.

In order to support communities in reusing distributed existing resources in a
coherent manner, a coordinated multi-faceted strategy is paramount. It has to
involve technological provisions for robust services as well as sustainable
software plans, work on policy level promoting use of standards and permissive
licensing, all accompanied by training and outreach activities to raise awareness
and convey practical skills on digital methods.

DARIAH also acknowledges its position in the general landscape of existing
initiatives, infrastructures, as well as projects, and strives to promote exchange
and leverage synergies with them. In addition to the collaborations with the
initiatives of the SSH communities like CESSDA, CLARIN, EUROPEANA and
OpenAIRE, the cooperations with e-Infrastructures like EGI, EOSC or EUDAT
are intensified and expanded.

A central goal of this pan-European endeavour is to enable, promote, and
simplify the discovery and access to the wealth of (born-)digital resources
available in line with the FAIR principles. In order to achieve this, DARIAH
has started developing a curated community-driven discovery platform, the
DARIAH Open Marketplace. Once released, it will serve the researchers and
broader audiences in finding data sets, tools and services that are applicable and
reusable in their daily research. The key to success is to involve the commu-
nities, and in this regard, the Marketplace has a pivotal role for the future.
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